We present a supersymmetric model with SUc(3)X SUw(2)X U y(1)x U'(1) symmetry. The models of this type have several difficulties such as the Adler·Bell·Jackiw anomalies associated with U'(1) and large masses of the neutrinos (alternatively unbroken supersymmetry). We show that our model is free from all the difficulties and consistent with low energy phenomena. § 1. Introduction
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)-4) have been made to construct supersyIlllhetric unified gauge models of strong and electroweak interactions. In these models supersymmetry must be broken, because it requires the existenc.e of scalar partners of quarks and leptons with the same masses as quarks and leptons. There are several ways of breaking supersymmetry and making all scalar quarks and scalar leptons heavy enough not to be observed at present experimental energies. If one wishes to do this in tree approximation, this is only possible when the gauge group is extended to include an extra U(l) factor, U'(l),S) and the Fayet-Iliopoulos U(l) mechanism 6 ) is utilized. In this case an auxiliary field component D' of the U'(l) gauge vector multiplet has a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV). Then scalar quarks(Ieptons) get large positive masses squared mn 2 ( Q)( mn 2 (L» from the term D'2/ 2 in the scalar potential coming from the gauge couplings.
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Several authors 1)-3) have presented models of this type with an SUc (3) x SUw (2) x Uy(l) x U'(l) symmetry. But none of them is realistic nor free from trouble. The following are the points we must consider when we construct a realistic model.
(i) The Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomalies: To cancel the [SUc (3) ]2x U'(l) anomaly, we need a new colored supermultiplet K with negative U'(l) charge_ A scalar component of K gets a negative mass squared mn 2 (K) from D'2/ 2 if scalar quarks get positive mn 2 ( Q). As a result K*) may easily have a nonvanishing VEV; hence the SUc(3) symmetry will be broken spontaneously. To avoid this difficulty, the superpotential must have terms giving K a large positive mass squared mF 2 (K) to compensate for negative mn 2 (K). As suggested by Hall and Hinchliffe,**), 3) this is really possible if the superpotential contains a cubic coupling AK2 J and supersymmetry breaking terms of O'Raifeartaigh type 7 ) which force J to have a non-vanishing VEV. The large VEV of J gives K a large positive mF 2 (K) through AK 2 J. *) We use the same notation to denote the chiral superfields and their scalar components. **) Though their model fulfills the requirement of anomally freedom without Qreaking SUc(3), other difficulties arise in it such as the appearance of a massless charged fermion') and a Goldstone boson.
(ii) A trace of UU) charge Q:
If TrQ vanishes, we can take a coefficient ~ of the Fayet-Iliopoulos D term as a free parameter of dimension (mass)2. If TrQ does not vanish, ~ receives a quadratically divergent renormalization.
9 )
The natural scale of If becomes the energy cutoff scale of the model which may be the Planck mass scale. The model must be made in such a way that the huge mass scale does not lead to inconsistency with low energy phenomena.
(iii) A global symmetry :
In order for the model to have a desired vacuum, some terms consistent with the gauge symmetry and supersymmetry are not contained in the superpotential; therefore, the model often has a global symmetry. Breaking of the global symmetry usually accompanies the breaking of the local gauge symmetry; a massless Goldstone boson will appear.
(iv) An R symmetry :
If a model has an R symmetry, gluinos (fermionic partners of gluons) will be massless in any finite order of perturbation theory. It is phenomenologically unacceptable.
)
(v) Neutrino masses: We need a cubic coupling r;LN c H'2)(L, N C and H' denote a lepton doublet, a lepton singlet and a Higgs doublet with Y = 1/ 2, respectively) in the superpotential to make L have a vanishing VEV and to assure breaking of super symmetry. However this term gives the neutrino mass of the Dirac type. If r; is large enough to make (L> zero, the neutrino mass becomes too large to be consistent with the experimental limits. This problem can be solved by introducing Majorana mass term for the neutrino to keep the ordinary neutrino light.
In this paper, we will show that we can construct a realistic supersymmetric model with SUc(3)X SUw (2) x Uy (1) x U'(I) symmetry free from all the problems stated above.
In §2 we will present our model and discuss its symmetry breaking pattern. In §3 we will discuss the problems relevant to the points (iii), (iv) and (v) in our model. Section 4 contains the discussion. § 
The model
We now present our model. The superfield content of the model is shown in Table  I with the transformation properties under the gauge group. Those fields are left-handed chiral superfields. We suppo~e that there are three generations of quarks and leptons although they are not explicitly exhibited through this paper. It is easily seen from Table  I The natural scale of If becomes the energy cutoff scale of the model which may be the Planck mass scale. The model must be made in such a way that the huge mass scale does not lead to inconsistency with low energy phenomena.
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W2=aJary +myy2+,8ya,
(The contraction of group indices is understood') The scalar potential is a sum of two terms:
V=VD+VF;
The Fayet-Iliopoulos D terms can be introduced associated with Uy(1) and U' (1) ; their coefficients are denoted by ~y and ~,respectively. Since TrQy and TrQ' vanish, ~y and ~ can be of arbitrary (mass)2 scales. We set ~y to zero for simplicity. 
The Fayet-Iliopoulos D terms can be introduced associated with Uy(1) and U' (1) ; their coefficients are denoted by ~y and ~,respectively. Since TrQy and TrQ' vanish, ~y and ~ can be of arbitrary (mass)2 scales. We set ~y to zero for simplicity.
Superpotential (2'1) consists of four terms_ Wo contains to solve problem (i). WI, W2 and Wa are needed to solve problems (iii), (iv) and (v), respectively. This will be discussed in detail in the next section. There is no necessity of coping with problem (ii), for TrQy and TrQ' vanish. Let us search for the minimum of the scalar potential (2·6) and discuss the symmetry breaking pattern of our model. Since it is much complicated to consider the whole superpotential (2·1) all together, we discuss the model taking only Wo into account in this section. As we will see in § §3 and 4, the VEVs of scalar quarks and scalar leptons vanish.
The scalar components of K, T, P's and Ra get large positive masses squared through J and the O'Raifeartaigh sector. As a result, their VEVs vanish. Then the scalar potential is reduced to
where g2, gy, and g are SUw (2) , Uy (1) , and U'(1) coupling constants, respectively. We find from Eq. (2·7) that the VEVs of J1, ]Z, Ja and X are given by
Then Eq. (2·7) becomes 
where M1 2 =m/-4g<D') and M 2 =4g<D'). The VEVs of scalar components of chiral superfields give respectively. This will be discussed in detail in the next section. There is no necessity of coping with problem (ii), for TrQy and TrQ' vanish. Let us search for the minimum of the scalar potential (2·6) and discuss the symmetry breaking pattern of our model. Since it is much complicated to consider the whole superpotential (2·1) all together, we discuss the model taking only Wo into account in this section. As we will see in § §3 and 4, the VEVs of scalar quarks and scalar leptons vanish.
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where M1 2 =m/-4g<D') and M 2 =4g<D'). The VEVs of scalar components of chiral superfields give Hence the supersymmetry breaking occurs at an energy scale MSUSy~';ml,u. § 3_ How to complete the model
In the previous section we discussed our model neglecting WI, W2 and W3• However, the model consisting of only Wo has problems (iii), (iv) and (v) referred to in §1. In this section we discuss these problems and show that they can be avoided by adding WI, W2 and W3 without modifying the main features of the minimum in §2.
Firstly we discuss problem (iii). Superpotential Wo is invariant under the following phase transformation:
Since J and r have non·vanishing VEVs, the above global U(1) symmetry (3-1) 
<H>, <H'>, <J> and <r> are determined to minimize
The VEV of gD' can be proved to be
O<g<D'>< m// 4.
It is explicitly given as a solution 0.£ the equation (Ax -B)j4x(mI 2 -4x )=4,u2(mI 2 -8x Hence the supersymmetry breaking occurs at an energy scale MSUSy~';ml,u. § 3_ How to complete the model
Since J and r have non·vanishing VEVs, the above global U(1) symmetry (3-1) The term TjvLN c H' gives the neutrino mass Tjv<H') of the Dirac type. The problem is that Tjv<H') becomes much larger than the experimental limits of the neutrino mass as we explain below. In order for the model to have the realistic vacuum given in §2, the minimum value of Eq. (3-4) must be larger than that of Eq. (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . That is, Vmm and V' min being the minimum values of Eqs. (2-11) and (3-4) The term TjvLN c H' gives the neutrino mass Tjv<H') of the Dirac type. The problem is that Tjv<H') becomes much larger than the experimental limits of the neutrino mass as we explain below. In order for the model to have the realistic vacuum given in §2, the minimum value of Eq. (3-4) must be larger than that of Eq. (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . That is, Vmm and V' min being the minimum values of Eqs. (2-11) and (3-4) respectively,the inequality Thus we obtain the necessary, condition
<H)=([2 g <D')/X 2 -(rn;/x)./ M/MI JO]I/2),
( . 0 ) <H')= , [2g < D') jx2 -( md x )./ M/ MIIL tiH/12=O.
The VEV of L( =<H'») is so determined as to vanish Then Eq. (3-4) is
V' = f2IJr-p212+ mIIL tiH/12=O.
This condition (3·8) gives a lower bound on the neutrino mass mv( =7}v<H'»
Since g<D'> is of the scale of squared scalar quark (lepton) masses which will probably be larger than about (16 GeV)2,1l) the neutrino mass cannot be smaller than several GeV. <H> and <H'>. However, since it is much complicated, in order to make the discussion Thus we obtain the necessary, condition
Since g<D'> is of the scale of squared scalar quark (lepton) masses which will probably be larger than about (16 GeV)2,1l) the neutrino mass cannot be smaller than several GeV. transparent we consider the following three cases:
and we compare their minimum values of the potential. Case (A) is the minimum that we want to be" the absolute mInimum. Case (B) has been discussed in §3. In case (C) the potential becomes 
Eq. (4"1) is rewritten as
Comparing (4"3) with (2"11), we get a sufficient condition of V"mln> Vmln,
and a necessary condition of V" min> Vmln,
By using g(D')= + x2(H)2= + (X 2 jg22)mw 2 , (4"4) and (4"5) can be changed into the conditions on g(D') :
(from (4"4)) (4"6) 
